The WR Combustion Systems
The advanced WR combustion technologies
The Wide Range (WR)
combustion systems offer fuel
and load flexible systems which
can be implemented as part of a
new plant or adapted to existing
plants as retrofits.
BWSC delivers full systems as
turnkey deliveries or system parts
to existing plants. Fuel and
combustion systems can be
supplied for pulverized fuels,
liquid fuels as well as gaseous
fuels.

WR wall firing principle
The boiler plants can be front
wall and opposed wall fired.
Rapid and stable ignition, along
with sub stoichiometry,
promotes low UBC and
simultaneously low NOx
formation; this is the prime
technology in the WR systems.

The WR windbox burner units are provided with individual air flow controls and
individual flow measurements for airflow balancing. It can be delivered as a
coal/oil/orimulsion/gas and biomass burner.

The systems provide excellent
measures for NOx abatement
where air staging is the main
feature.

 Primary Air, PA
 Secondary Air, SA
 Tertiary Air, TA
 Over Fire Air, OFA

The wall firing systems will
have the following air staging
facilities:

T-Firing principle
The unique tangential firing
technique, using circular burners,
is now used at the latest ultra
super critical boiler units in
Denmark. The combustion
technique can be applied for
hard coal, oil, natural gas and
biomass in any combination.
In addition to primary,
secondary, tertiary air, the fully
developed furnace reactor in the
wall firing system will also have
Over Burner Air, OBA

4 by 2 wall fired burner configuration

The advanced WR In-Furnace Combustion Technology

The combustion technique has
been developed during the past 50
years within the utility business and
today it represents the absolute
state-of-the-art within combustion
technology.
Today it forms the basis for four
recent boiler plants in Denmark
with Super Critical Boilers of which
the latest is the Avedøre Unit 2.
The WR Low NOx Burner
The WR Low NOx burner can be a
combined coal/oil/ gas/biomass
burner with full thermal capacity
whichever fuel is applied. The basic
design of the WR Low Nox burner

features four independent air
flows: the primary, the
secondary, the tertiary and the
core air flow.

Retrofit
When burning coal, the
primary air flow conveys the
pulverised coal to the burner
throat. The flame holder mounted
at the end of the inner coal pipe
maintains the attached Low NOx
coal flame. The burners can be
fitted as individual burners as well
as in wind box arrangements. The
firing configuration is adapted to
each individual boiler.

The WR burner is seen in part load operation

The WR technology has been
applied to many boilers as
retrofits, primarily as Low NOx
measures but also to expand the
type and range of fuels.
The burners have been supplied
in capacities from 20MWthermal
to 85 MWthermal per burner on
boilers up to 2000Tsteam/h. More
than 500 burners of the WR type
have been supplied.

The WR Low NOx burner
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A 450 MW el T- fired boiler is being erected, the lowest levels of
burners not yet mounted. The spiral pipes of the once through
supercritical boiler are seen in the outlet of the furnace hopper
section.
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The WR combustion systems are
superior in the following fields:
 Reliability
 Emission performance
 Air side pressure drop (high
efficiencies)
 High fuel and load flexibility
 Combustion efficiency

